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KARSP Superheroes
Julie Devers

On The Side
Dates And Data
MARCH 3
Habitat for Humanity

Sylvia Denning – Director of
Homeowner Services
Collection: Generous Hands

APRIL 7
MARSP Update
Collection: Scholarship
MAY
Animal Rescue Project
Jack Frost, Director

Collection: First Day Shoe Fund
All Luncheons Are Held At The
WMU Fetzer Center
$16.00
Ticket Sales End At 11:15
Luncheon Starts Promptly 11:30

I am constantly amazed at the
members of KARSP! Wonderful things
keep happening. In December, we
delivered thousands of cookies to
twenty-one agencies and to fourteen
of our members who are ill or who are
not able to get out much. Thanks to
Aurelia Reed and all her elves who
arranged them on the plates,
addressed envelopes, and made sure they were taken to the lucky
recipients. Thanks, also, to the twenty members who took the time to go
to the homes and agencies during this busy time of the year. You are
terrific!
Our members donate to various nonprofits during the year. From January
through December, we collected $257 for Generous Hands, $540 for Seita
(plus items that foster kids need in college), $512 for First Day Shoe Fund,
$579 for Warm Kids, and $317 for the YWCA Domestic Assault fund. The
generosity of our members is astounding!
Believe it or not, there is more!
We also collect funds for our
scholarships each month. From
January to December, our
members donated $5,062. Sharon
Pendola, our scholarship chair, will
be so happy. KRESA sent Sharon
thank you letters from past
scholarship winners, and she will
be reading one or two at the luncheon meetings this year. In case you have
never attended the June meeting, you have missed a very inspiring day.
Continued On Page 2
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Highlights From
Last Year’s
Programs

(Continued)
Each student who has received a scholarship makes a
short speech, and these young people are proof that
our money is well spent. They are joined by their proud
parents, and sometimes, even grandparents. Come to
the luncheon and see what I mean!

Beth Washington spoke on
Inclusion and Equity at the
February 2019 meeting.

In addition, for the last two years, KARSP has
contributed to teacher grants through MARSP’s Donors
Choose.org. This year, we supported four teachers in
Kalamazoo County schools, one at Kalamazoo Central,
one at Greenwood Elementary, one at Comstock
Elementary, and one at Schoolcraft Elementary. Two of
the teachers wanted flexible student seating. One
wanted bins for leveled readers. The fourth wanted the
2020 Guinness Book of World Records as a gift for each
of her students. It feels so good to show our
appreciation for our educators!

Peter Thompson described
the SIETA program, a
program to assist students
who have aged out of
Foster Care just as they
begin higher education, at
the March 2019 meeting.

We have had some great presentations so far this year,
and I look forward to those that are still to come –
Habitat for Humanity, the Turn2 Foundation (Jeter’s
Leaders), and the scholarship celebration to name just a
few.
Thanks to all our members, whether you attend
meetings or not. Your membership makes us stronger!
Thank you to those who donate. Thanks to all of you
who come to the meetings and make our new members
feel welcome. I love it when I see our seasoned
members talking and laughing with the newbies. Thank
you to all the superheroes who make our organization
such a success.

Gusta Latino, a Guatemalan band, entertained at the
September 2019 meeting. Fiesta de Bienvenida, a
Welcome Celebration.

Don’t Attend The Luncheons But
Want To Support One Of The
Charities?

Blendings, an
adult choral
group, set the
holiday spirit
at the
December,
2019 meeting.

If you don’t attend the luncheons but would
like to support one of the charities, you may
send your check, made out to KARSP, to KARSP;
Attn. Gwyn Evans, Treasurer; PO Box 19343;
Kalamazoo, MI 49019-9343. Write the name of
the charity in the memo line.
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We Remember And Appreciate

Pat McKinney, Smith Rupp Chair

Our Friends
Barbara Rockey, Friendship Chairperson

The KARSP Smith/Rupp Funds are established monies to
provide limited financial resources for KARSP members
who are in financial need for the basics of life. These
include help with providing food, paying medical bills
and prescriptions, hospital bills, utility bills, or
telephone bills. Assistance in paying dues is also
available.

The members of KARSP wish to extend our sincere
sympathy to the families and friends of those members
who have passed in recent months. We appreciate how
much each of these people has contributed to our
organization and the community they lived in. We say a
final goodbye to the following: Lois Anne Schmidt,
Rosemary Beery, Patricia Rork, William A. Pyle, Philip B.
Maneikis, Frederick Brail, George Ossentjuk, and Jane
Strudel.

All members in any capacity: bus drivers, office staff,
custodial and maintenance workers, classroom aides,
lunchroom workers, principals, and teachers, are
eligible for assistance.

Just a reminder, your assistance in letting us know when
a card would be appropriate is appreciated. Please let
us know either by a message at our monthly meetings,
by phone or by e-mail. Cards are sent for special
birthdays, get well and thinking of you, as well as for
sympathy. In addition, it is not always easy to find the
name and mailing address for a survivor in order to
send a card to the family, if you can help, please do so.

To be effective, we must count on our membership to
inform us concerning their own or another's needs. All
information will be kept strictly confidential. Please
contact Pat McKinney at 269-876-9660 or
patm7101@gmail.com.

Contact information: Barbara Rockey, (269) 373-1711,
home phone (I have a long ring time before the
answering machine will pick up) or my E-mail address is:
barbararockey@aol.com.

MPSERS News
The Office of Retirement
Services has released a
new smart phone app for MPSERS recipients. The app,
called MiORS, allows you to submit forms to the
retirement system as well as check recent payments to
you. It will also allow you to change how your pension
is distributed and change withholding amounts. You
can read more about it at the ORS site in the December,
2019, issue of the Connections newsletter. You can find
the app at the Apple App Store or at Google Play.
Pay dates for the spring and early summer are:
March 25
April 24
May 22
3
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and what our subconscious would rather have us focus
on.

Suzanne Gernaat, The Beacon Staff

When we focus on something specific, we say it comes
into our awareness. For example, if you are
concentrating on reading a book by looking at the
words and processing their meaning, the book is in your
awareness. But if you are daydreaming while looking at
the words and not processing any meaning, you are not
really reading because the book is not in your
awareness. Your mind is wandering and you are not
concentrating on the book.

In the last issue, I discussed the attention process and
how important it is to take control of where you allow
your attention to go. Remember that the definition of
attention is the concentration and control of your
mental powers. Now, let's look at concentration, which
is the highest level of attention control. Concentration
is defined as your mind's ability to focus its attention on
a single thought, idea, or action for a sustained period
of time. It involves directing your attention to whatever
is relevant in the moment to the exclusion of everything
else. Often the decision of what to focus on and what
to ignore is made unconsciously. We need to take more
control of this decision and use our precious time to
focus on things that really contribute to our joy and
peace whenever possible.

The problem is that there are many things competing
for your awareness. At any given time of concentration
on a task in your awareness, there are, also, three
internal things circulating through your mind and trying
to take up space in your awareness. First, verbal
thoughts, your internal self-talk, is always on and acts as
a guide, offering advice about what to do, where to go,
what to say and how to behave. Self-talk is a very
powerful force and it is estimated that on, average, at
least 77% can be negative. Concentration on a task can
be difficult with a lot of negative thoughts running
through your mind. The solution is two-fold. First, you
need to listen to your self-talk and then control the
negativity with the replacement of positive statements.
To improve concentration, you need to take control of
self-talk and not allow it to invade your awareness
because it will often take over.

Concentration is the single most important skill anyone
can develop and improve. The good news is that, no
matter what your age, you can always increase your
concentration control. Without concentration, you
can't do anything else. It affects every area of your life.
For example, memory is not possible without
concentration. For the brain to store information, it
must receive that information. You must concentrate
on the information in order to remember it. Also, you
can't be creative or productive if you can't concentrate
on a single task and be able to focus your mental
powers.

Another thing
running through
your mind are
visual images. In
addition to
thoughts that you
think, you have
thoughts that you
see. We, often,
create visual
images to help
with our problemsolving and
decision-making.
Just like verbal
thoughts, visual
images can, also,

The most
important benefit
of concentration is
safety.
Concentration is
essential to
preventing lifethreatening
mistakes (like
trying to text and
drive).
Concentration is a
tug-of-war
between what we
want to focus on
in the moment
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calendar that goes with you for appointments like a
doctor recheck appointment or scheduled lab test.
Then, every, night make sure that all appointments are
transferred to your master calendar. Always use a
simple to-do list. To-do lists are great and absolutely
necessary so you're not forced to repeatedly remind
yourself of the things you need to accomplish. Too
often, we have too many to-dos for the day, with no
priorities, so we feel overwhelmed just looking at the
list. It is recommended that you have two top priorities
for the day. These are the things you work on first, one
task at a time. These we call the elephants in the room,
ones you should not ignore. You should try to
concentrate on one task for at least 15-30 minutes or
preferably until the completion of the task, before
moving on. This sticking to a task until completion will
increase your concentration and focus. You will actually
be able to accomplish more and have more free time to
pursue other interests.

Underneath the verbal and visual thoughts, you, also,
have feelings trying to enter your awareness and
compete for your attention. At any given moment, all
sorts of feelings, emotional and physical, are flowing
through our bodies and minds. We are always in some
kind of emotional state.
Managing these thoughts, images, and emotions is the
road to better concentration. If you can turn off, shut
off, or simply tune out these things at will,
concentration and focus will be stronger. With a clear
awareness, focusing on any task or activity can be
effortless. It takes practice to improve. But, again, the
good news is that attention and concentration are skills
that can be improved at any age.
First, try working with self-talk by doing the following:
1. Write down three statements that you feel describe
the current status of your brain powers (memory,
attention, processing speed, etc.). Now, look at those
statements. Are they positive or negative? These are
the messages playing in your subconscious. If positive,
good for you. You are feeding the right messages to
your mind. If negative, how can you change them to
positive? The messages you play are usually selffulfilling.
2. Next, come up with a positive statement about your
concentration that you can repeat twice every day for
at least three months. It will actually rewire your brain
and improve your concentration skills. Yes, it really
works! Here are some example statements:
--I am focused
--I have the strong power of concentration
--I pay attention
--My mind is alert and focused
You must practice daily for the changes to take hold.
Make your statement short, uncomplicated, and
personal so that you can remember it. Realize that
attention and concentration are skills that lay a
foundation in your mind so that you can build the other
mental skills on top of it.
A little planning can, also, go a long way in assisting
your attention/concentration and keep you on task.
Have a master calendar for everything and a smaller
5
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Membership Musings

Blue Cross Insurance Update

Linda Hawley, Membership Chair

Sandy Beiter, RN, BSN Insurance Co-Chair

Please extend a warm welcome to our newest
members—Dawn Ashby, Susan Benton, Teri Lowery,
Christina Menta, Michelle Dooley, Jeanna Walker,
Valerie Abbott, Vicki Bair, Kevin Langs, Vicky
Niewoonder, David VanHoeve, and Jane Waldeck.

Shoes for Medicare Members Who Are Diabetic

If you have diabetes and are on Medicare, it is possible
for you to get a pair of shoes and three sets of orthotics,
that are covered under Medicare, with no out of pocket
cost. Corey Bootery on Cork Lane has a select number
of diabetic shoes available in stock or by catalog to
choose from.

Dues Reminder
Your current annual MARSP/KARSP membership is good
through June 30, 2020. MARSP may have already
reminded you of the need to pay your $45.00 dues
before that date to stay current. Calling MARSP at 1888-960-4022 to arrange for autopay is a convenient
way to pay your annual dues and make sure you receive
the Vanguard and Beacon on a regular basis.

Your primary provider needs to fill out a form, available
at Corey’s, stating that you have diabetes and have
certain foot conditions that qualify for special shoes and
orthotics. This form is good for six months from the
date the doctor completes and signs the form.
My husband and I both have Type 2 diabetes and have
been getting shoes from Corey’s for several years. I,
especially, like the modern styles available for women.
Corey’s has a certified orthotist who is able to fit you
and will bill Medicare for you. I have extra forms for
your provider to fill out. If you send me a SASE I will
send you a form. You can get a new pair of shoes every
calendar year with a new form from your provider.

You Are the Best Membership Recruiter
You help with this effort every time you mention the
benefits of MARSP/KARSP to former colleagues,
someone in line at a store that mentions being in
education, current public school employees, and others.
You help when you buy a membership for a new retiree,
a spouse who benefits from your insurance and
pension, and a family member or friend in the public
schools currently.

In and Out of Network Services

If your Provider or Specialist is in the Bronson Network,
you have probably noticed that they are not listed in
the Provider Directory that you received from Blue
Cross/Medicare Plus Blue Group PPO Plan. The reason
for this is that Bronson providers are out of network.
However, remember that our insurance pays for
providers at the same rate for in or out of network
services.

You help by faithfully renewing your membership each
year.
You help by making sure your email is up to date with
MARSP, therefore, receiving the most current
information and alerts.
KARSP encourages you to grow our membership with
the attitude of an old Beatles’ song: “All you need is
One: One is all you need!”

Coverage Increase for Outpatient Services for
Medicare Members

One of the changes for 2020 is an increase in the
amount of coverage you have for outpatient services
not covered by Original Medicare. Your outpatient
lifetime maximum will increase from $1 million per
member to $2.5 million per member.

Thank you for your help!!

If you are like me, you probably wondered “what does
this mean?” I emailed our Key State Accounts
Administrator for Blue Cross for an answer. This
maximum refers to “enhanced benefits that are
additional benefits provided by our retirement system
6
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that are not covered by Medicare.” i.e. Medicare covers
a standard mammogram. The retirement system,
however, provides members with coverage for 3D
mammograms. The difference between the standard
mammogram and the 3D mammogram will be applied
to the $2.5 million.

The Vaccines You Need
If you are over age 50,
it is critical that you
step up to protect your
health and the health
of those you love.
Here are the vaccines
you need:

Additional Medical Information

“Post-Surgery Cognitive Issues Not Uncommon”
(paraphrased from Dr. Keith Roach’s column in the
Kalamazoo Gazette)

•

FLU
Everyone needs this every year

As you will remember, my last column in The Beacon
dealt with my uneventful cataract surgery done without
sedation. One of the reasons I choose to have minor
procedures without sedation is my memory of my
mother having major surgery at the age of 62 and
developing dementia shortly thereafter. She lived until
82 with my father taking care of her all but the last four
years of her life. I am not saying that I will develop
dementia in the same manner, but I do try to limit
sedation as much as possible.

•

SHINGLES (SHINGRIX)
Needed if not vaccinated in the past 5 years.
Given over the course of two to six months.

•

PNEUMONIA
For those 65 plus or younger for those suffering
certain chronic medical conditions. Given once,
with an additional dose a year later (in some
cases).

Recently, Dr. Roach, in his column, answered a question
in the Kalamazoo Gazette that really drew my attention.
“Any kind of surgery can lead to a temporary decline in
cognitive abilities…Temporary loss of cognitive abilities
is much more common in older people. While changes
within the first 24 hours are extremely common, 12% of
people were found to have post-operative cognitive
dysfunction three months after surgery in a group
where the average age was 68. Older age, a lower
baseline level of education, and use of sedatives were
found to be risk factors in an analysis of many studies.
Your age and education do not put you at high risk.
Regardless of risk factors, some people never recover
100% of their function, and we have no good way of
identifying who will have permanent problems.”

•

MMR (measles, mumps, and rubella)
For those born 1957 or later. Give once or
twice if indicated (if traveling internationally)

•

TETANUS
Everyone needs this. Given every 10 years.

•

CHICKEN POX
Anyone who has not had chickenpox needs this
vaccine. Given once.

As always, I am only a phone call or an e-mail away
(cell) 269-341-0424 or (home) 269-372-6742 or
p.j.beiter@comcast.net

have a really
good day
Professional care and engaging
activities for older adults in
beautiful surroundings.
Take a tour! 269.373.3200
oaklandcentre.org

March 2020

Questions About Priority Health?
KARSP’s Priority Health Co-Chair, Cheryl Butler, is
available at 269-806-7748, or, call Priority Health at
888.389.6648, or visit them on the internet at
priorityhealth.com/mpsers.

Adult Day Services
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Who Do I Call?
President Julie Devers
Past President JoAnn Lynch
President Elect Manuel J. Brenes
Secretary Ann Wuerthele
Treasurer Gwyn Evans
Calling Sally Roach
Friendship Barb Rockey
Membership Linda Hawley
Legislation Betty Ongley
Insurance Chair Sandy Beiter-BCBS
Insurance Chair Cheryl Butler-Priority
Smith/Rupp Fund Pat McKinney
Travel Chair Barb Knickerbocker
The Beacon, Philip Stohrer, Editor

March 2020

Health Insurance Plan Contact Information
Master Health Care Plan
Blue Cross/Blue Shield (PPO in MI)
800-422-9146
bcbsm.com/mpsers
PPO Providers – Outside MI 800-810-2583
Anti-Fraud Hotline 800-482-3787
Nurse Hotline (24/7) 800-775-2583
Grievance and Appeals Department 866-309-1719

269-760-1614
269-330-1004
269-760-1605
269-694-9187
269-375-5056
269-929-7660
269-373-1711
269-372-7215
269-327-1392
269-372-6742
269-806-7748
269-876-9660
269-501-3373
269-385-4153

HMOs
Blue Care Network
Medicare: 866-966-2583
Non-Medicare: 800-662-6667
www.bcbsm.com/mpsers
Priority Health
888-389-6648
priorityhealth.com/mpsers

KARSP Website http://karsp.net
MARSP
Hours: 7:30-11:30A.M - 12:00-4:P.M.
888-960-4022
Fax: 517-337-8560
Mailing address: PO Box 23214 Lansing, MI 48909
Location: 3645 E Jolly Rd Lansing, MI 48910
Email: staff@marsp.org Website: www.marsp.org.

Dental & Vision
Delta Dental
800-345-8756
deltadentalmi.com/MPSERS
EyeMed
866-248-2028
www.eyemed.com/mpsers

Social Security Administration
800-772-1213
www.ssa.gov

Prescription Plan
OptumRx (Medicare)
855-577-6517
www.optumrx.com/mycatamaranrx
OptumRx (Non-Medicare)
866-288-5209
www.optumrx.com/mycatamaranrx

Medicare
800-633-4227
www.medicare.gov
MPSERS/Office of Retirement Services
(8:30A.M.-5:00 P.M.)
517-322-5103 or 800-381-5111
Fax: 517-322.1116
Mailing address: PO Box 30171, Lansing, MI 48909
Location: Stevens T. Mason Building, 530 W Allegan St.
Lansing, MI 48933
Website: www.michigan.gov/orsschools
miAccount: www.michigan.gov/orsmiaccount

Hearing Care
TruHearing
855-205-6305
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Legislative Update

•
Medicare taxes: 2.9%,
also equally divided, 1.45 % for
employers and employees.

Betty Ongley and Ken Larson
Pension News: Rep. Julie
Alexander (R-Hanover)
sponsored House Bill 4171,
which allows surviving spouses
to continue to receive
beneficial pension tax
treatment when previously
filing a joint return with an
older spouse (recall that the
pension tax had three
categories based on birth date,
with more beneficial tax
treatment based on age),
provided they have not
remarried. HB 4171 passed the
House unanimously and awaits
action in the Senate Finance
Committee. (Vanguard Winter
Edition page 18)

•
Medicaid: funded
through a 6% tax on medical
services.
•
Capital gains: both
short term and long term;
currently a person with
moderate income will pay 15%
of the proceeds from the sale
of stocks and bonds held for
more than a year.
•
Inheritance: individual
estates valued at up to $11.4
million and joint estates up to
$22.8 million are exempted;
public educators can relax.

We will continue to keep watch for legislation that
affects teacher pension and healthcare. So, we thought
the following information should bear repeating. This
complete article can be found in the Vanguard Winter
Edition page 5.
The Strange Nature of Wealth, Part III-B The Three
Horsemen: Fees, Taxes, and Inflation By Hess Bates,
MARSP Treasurer
•

Income taxes: on the federal level, varying from
about 10% to 37%; Michigan’s state income tax
is 4.25%. City income taxes add varying
amounts. I should mention that while 401(k)
and 403(b) investments grow tax-free during
one’s working years, when an investor becomes
70.5 years old withdrawals must begin...and not
to worry; all those years of tax deferment will
be made up!

•

Sales taxes: in Michigan, 6% on nearly every
dollar spent.

•

Social Security: a total of 12.4% divided evenly
between employees and employers, paid on
wages up to about $133K.

March 2020

•

Property Taxes, vehicle licensing taxes and I’veProbably-Missed- Some Taxes...Good grief!

•

Because each person’s situation differs
regarding details of income, locale, dependents,
etc., it is difficult to calculate an average tax
burden. But for most of us, 35 to 40% of
income would be in the ballpark.

Tax Freedom Day (as calculated by the Tax Foundation)
is the first day in each year when a person is no longer
working just to pay his or her taxes. In 2019, that day
was April 16, and that’s a number that speaks for itself.

9
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Table Decorations

Conversation Starters

Kris Kirkpatrick, Decorations Committee

Philip Stohrer, The Beacon Editor

Thank you to those who have agreed to provide
decorations on the head table for our luncheons. It's an
easy way to contribute to KARSP. Remember it can be
very simple and something you find that will brighten
the table and highlight the season. There is some
money in our budget if you should need it.

At the luncheons, as long as I remember and I am sure
for many years before, members were always greeted
at the table with “Conversation Starters,” a card with a
seasonal theme that asked a question or posed a riddle
to get the conversation started at the table.
For many years, Mary Ann Fleming, assisted by Dixie
Johnson and others, researched the sayings, designed
the cards, and printed them out, one for each member.
When Mary Ann moved up north and Dixie moved to
Friendship Village, the prepared cards were entrusted
to me to continue the distribution. As we approach the
end of this program year, the supply of cards is also
ending.

Also, many times, the items are used as part of our Fun
Time, but they do not have to be. Just be certain that if
you want any items back, let the head table and JoAnn
Lynch, the new Fun Time coordinator, know. If you
have questions, see a board member. We will try to
remind you a month in advance of the time you chose,
or, even better, save this list on your refrigerator or on
your calendar.
•
•
•
•

I am not as creative as Mary Ann and Dixie. In addition,
I serve in other positions in KARSP and would like to
give someone else the opportunity to serve the
association in this way. I will be happy to share the
samples they have left and help you get started in the
creation of them. I have heard, unsolicited, several
members express how much they enjoy them. Won’t
you consider helping to keep this tradition alive?
Contact me, or any board member, if you would like to
volunteer.

March: Shirley Kupiecki, Suzanna Falk
April: Deann Dopp, Lynn Heckler
May: Jane Lloyd, Lois Hoekstra
June: Kris Kirkpatrick, Barb Knickerbocker

Sightseeing Beautiful Guatemala
Manuel J. Brenes, President Elect
An 8-10-day trip is scheduled for
April 8-17, 2020 for KARSP
members interested in traveling
to Guatemala. A great
opportunity to visit Guatemala
City, Antigua Guatemala, Lake
Atitlan, and other places.
Space limited to fifteen people.

Severe Weather Cancellations
In case of severe weather, the board will
make the decision to cancel a luncheon
meeting based on the current and projected
weather conditions. Usually, this decision
will be made on the day before a meeting to meet our
contractual obligations to the Fetzer Center.

For Information, contact Manuel J. Brenes at (269) 7601605 or brenesmj@yahoo.com.

A closing will be published on the KARSP web site,
http://karsp.net, and the callers will attempt to contact
you, either by telephone or email. It will, also, appear
on WWMT-TV.
Remember, however, if a meeting is not cancelled and
you choose not to come for any reason, you will be
expected to pay for the meal that you missed.
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The second offering is a visit to the DETROIT OPERA
HOUSE and the VAN GOGH IN AMERICA EXHIBIT at the
Detroit Institute of Art on Wednesday, June 24, 2020.

Barb Knickerbocker, Travel Chair
The first trip is THREE MEN AND A
TENOR on Friday, March 27,
2020, in Frankenmuth, Michigan.
“Great pop vocal music, quickwitted humor, and overall
likeability make Three Men
And A Tenor a unique show
experience for audiences that
cannot be matched....and regularly sells out
shows at performing arts centers, theatres, and festivals
and fairs for over 26-years...”

Visit the Detroit Opera House – Expertly Guided One
Hour Tour! This ornate opera house is located within
the Grand Circus Park Historic District of downtown
Detroit. Opened in 1922, the 2,700-seat venue was
designed by C. Howard Crane who also is known for his
design of the Filmore Detroit, the Fox Theatre, and the
Detroit Symphony Orchestra Hall.
Enjoy the Detroit Institute of Art at
your own pace, including the
special Van Gogh In America
Exhibit. The DIA is organizing the
first exhibition dedicated to the
introduction and early reception
in the art world of iconic artist,
Vincent Van Gogh! They will
feature around forty of his paintings and
works on paper from collections around the world, with
a focus on his artistic production into the American
Consciousness. Enjoy lunch on your own at the DIA in
their café, which hosts a wide variety of lunch
selections!

After lunch and the show, we will meet a professional,
local tour guide for the afternoon. Our step-on guide
will share the history of Frankenmuth and show us
historical landmarks right in town!
The tour includes transportation via a climate
controlled, restroom & video equipped motor coach. A
full lunch at Zehnder’s of Frankenmuth with a
performance by Three Men and a Tenor and a
professionally narrated, 90-Minute Step-on Guided tour
of Frankenmuth. Taxes & gratuities are included for all
listed group functions, staff, guides, and motor coach
driver. You will leave Harding’s on Westnedge in
Portage at 8:00 a.m. and return about 6:30 p.m. The
cost for this trip is $115.

This tour will begin at the Harding’s on Westnedge in
Portage at 7:15 A.M. and return to Portage at about
6:00 P.M.. The tour includes transportation, a one-hour
guided tour of the historic Detroit Opera House and
admission to the Detroit Institute of Art to include the
special Van Gogh In America exhibit. Taxes & gratuities
are included for all listed group functions. The cost of
this tour is only $69.

The sign-up date for this trip is February 21—which
does not coincide well with the mailing date of this
issue of The Beacon. If you want to take advantage of
this offer, call Gail Andrus Travel at 616-363-9835, now!

Reservation and payment is due by May 22, 2020.
A brochure and signup information will be available at
KARSP luncheons, or you may contact Gail Andrus
Travel at 616-363-9835 for complete details for either
of these trips.

Look For More Travel Information In The
June Issue Of The Beacon!
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Special Offer
Renew Your Membership Before
March 31, 2020 And Be Entered To Win
A $100 Visa Gift Card.
KARSP/MARSP Dues Are $45. Stop By The
Membership Table At The March Meeting!
See complete details at http://www.marsp.org
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Bob Kucera, Website Liaison
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Next Deadline For Material Is April 24, 2020
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